This paper considers effective strain tensors within the context of linear elastic equilibrium theory. The elastic properties of structured materials are often averaged over subvolumes of various scales inside the material. For subvolumes smaller than a representative volume element, simple volume-averaging of the stress and strain may not preserve the elastic energy. We introduce an averaging process which preserves the energy for all boundary conditions. This averaging process emphasizes the parts of the material which carry the most stress. Here the effective strain is weighted by the local stress, and can be interpreted as an average strain over all paths taken by loads and forces through the volume. This alternative effective strain may be especially appropriate for materials with voids, such as foams and granular matter, as the averaging only involves the material itself. For uniform boundary conditions the weighted strain matches the volume-averaged strain.
Introduction
We consider the properties of effective elastic tensors in the context of linear equilibrium theory. In heterogeneous materials, such as granular matter, composites, and foams, it is often desirable to determine the elastic parameters of substructures within the material. The stress σ and strain are averaged over small regions inside a sample, leading to the calculation of effective moduli such as Young's modulus or Poisson's ratio. In order to most accurately predict the structural properties of the material, the averaging process should faithfully reproduce the correct strain energy function U inside the region, as well as energy transfers through the region. This may not happen for an arbitrary subvolume, when boundary conditions on the subvolume are not uniform. Representative volume elements (RVEs) are subvolumes which are large enough that local fluctuations can be smoothed away to a good approximation [1, 2] . For RVEs volume averages of the stress and strain tensors do reproduce the strain energy. However, for smaller subvolumes, fluctuations may introduce significant errors in the energy calculations. In this paper we define effective stress and strain tensors which exactly reproduce the energetics. The effective strain tensor introduced here employs a weighted averaging procedure which emphasizes the volume elements which carry the most stress.
The expressions for weighted effective strain also help to distinguish processes in the material which lead to energy storage from processes which transfer energy between degrees of freedom. The motions corresponding to this energy transfer will contribute to experimental measurements of the strain, even though they do not add to the strain energy density.
In engineering theory, a mechanism is a collection of rigid bodies joined together to transform a set of input forces into output forces. Inside a material, however, elements of the material move partly as a rigid body, and partly due to deformation. Mathematically we can decompose the total displacements inside the material into local rotations and strains. These contribute in qualitatively different ways to the structural properties of the material. The mechanism part (local rotations) can transform a load in one direction into forces in another direction. Only the deformation part (local strain) contributes to the internal elastic energy. The methods to be introduced here highlight these differences. Cosserat theory [3, 4] posits extra internal degrees of freedom corresponding to local rotations. The averaging procedure we describe does not have these internal variables, but has some of the same features, as local rotations receive careful attention.
Linear elasticity theory assumes a linear relation between the effective stress and strain. We can express this relation as = S S S · σ where S S S is the compliance tensor. When part of the effective strain arises from mechanism-like motions, interesting phenomena emerge. In particular, as these motions do not contribute to the strain energy function, the form of the effective compliance tensor is less constrained than that of the local compliance tensor. While the compliance tensor as a whole has diagonal (major) symmetry, it can be decomposed into parts which do not have this symmetry. In situations where the mechanism term is dominant (i.e. energy transfer dominates over energy storage) the compliance tensor can behave as though it is nearly anti-symmetric. Presence of the mechanism term may enhance the possibility of producing auxetic materials, for example materials with negative Poisson's ratio [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Divergence-free vector fields are ubiquitous in fluid mechanics and electromagnetic theory; however, they are less commonly used in solid mechanics. The stress tensor (in the absence of body forces) has zero divergence, which allows the construction of three divergence-free vector fields (e.g. σ ·x, σ ·ŷ, and σ ·ẑ). The integral curves of these fields represent the flow lines of forces through the material. These curves differ from load paths as conventionally defined [12, 13] , but can be of great utility in structural mechanics [14] . Here we present a different use: the effective strain defined here can be interpreted as a ratio of mean extension to mean length, but where extensions and lengths are averaged over all the paths taken by the force flows.
In Section 2 we discuss the energy-preserving effective strain, and how it decomposes into terms involving local strains and local rotations. In Section 3 we express the effective strain in terms of averaging over force paths. Section 4 provides an example calculation for regular honeycombs, with conclusions in Section 5.
We will sometimes employ Voigt notation where the stress and strain tensors are represented as vectors; for example, for two-dimensional materials the diagonal components are ( 1 , 2 ) = ( 11 , 22 ), and (σ 1 , σ 2 ) = (σ 11 , σ 22 ).
Also, simple volume averages will be denoted by an overbar, as in . Engineering strains will be denoted by e e e, while the effective averages introduced here will be denoted by a curly bar, as in .
Energy-preserving effective stress and strain tensors

Definitions
In linear elasticity theory the strain energy function U = (1/2)σ · . The Hill-Mandel lemma in homogenization theory [1, 2, 4] states that for homogeneous boundary conditions on a volume, σ · = σ · ; this is not true in general, however. Simple volume averages of the stress and strain do not faithfully reproduce the strain energy function for inhomogeneous boundary conditions, which may be especially relevant to disordered solids. (The product σ · can even be negative; as a simple example, suppose that V is two-dimensional with stresses only in the x-direction, σ 22 = σ 12 = 0. Suppose that half of V consists of a fibre under compression, with σ 1 = −2, 1 = −4 in arbitrary units. The other half consists of a stiffer fibre under tension, with σ 1 = 4, 1 = 2. Then σ · = 8. However, σ = 1 and = −1, so σ · = −1.) These difficulties may be circumvented for certain special boundary conditions. If the boundary forces allow a uniform stress solution or a uniform strain solution, then energy is preserved by volume-averaging. Often an Figure 1 . The flow of forces in a disordered honeycomb with Poisson's ratio ν 12 = −0.54. The figure shows the mean load paths in each rib of a hexagonal asymmetric honeycomb. The load paths also have small-scale ripples and loops within each rib of the honeycomb, due to bending forces; this small-scale structure is not shown. The honeycomb has fixed boundaries, which have been compressed slightly from the unstressed state (see [12] for details). The left diagram shows the directions of F F F x =x · σ , while the right diagram shows F F F y =ŷ · σ . The size of the arrows is proportional to the strength of the forces. The circular arrows show the directions of rotation of two ribs for a vertical compression; note that the sign of rotation correlates with σ 12 (see equation (11)).
RVE is sought which typifies the medium-or large-scale response of the solid, and for which such special boundary conditions are possible. For disordered solids, however, such RVEs may be difficult to find, and methods must be used to deal with the error in energy-averaging. If the disorder has specified statistical properties, then stochastic volume elements can be employed, where the effects of non-uniform boundary conditions can be predicted and controlled [15] .
We seek a different averaging method which automatically gives the correct energy deposition U for arbitrary boundary conditions on the volume V. Let us call a pair of effective tensors σ and energy-preserving if
If we can achieve this, then we can average over a small-scale structure without affecting energy calculations. In this way, the structural properties of the system will be most closely realized by the effective tensors. We start with a volume V where the local stress and strain tensors are known everywhere, and satisfy the linear static equilibrium equations. We first define the energy transfer tensor,
where
We then construct an energy-preserving pair by simply letting the effective stress be the volume-averaged mean stress, σ ≡ σ , then defining an effective deformation tensor,
The effective strain satisfying equation (1) is the symmetric part,
The basic property of energy preservation (equation (1)) can be immediately verified.
Boundary integrals
The effective tensors can be transformed into boundary integrals. As the equilibrium stress is divergence-free in the absence of body forces,
This tensor can be related to the energy transfer in the build-up to the stressed state, provided that the build-up takes a simple form. We assume here that the evolution is self-similar, in the sense that the time-dependent stress σ (x x x, t) can be separated into the final stress σ (x x x) and a time function g(t) (where g(0) = 0 and g(t final ) = 1):
We will define energy transfer in the principal axis frame of the mean stress σ (where σ is diagonal). In this frame, the work done by the x component of the force is given by W = T 11 . While much of this work may go into internal elastic energy U = T ii , some may pass through the sample, exiting through the other degrees of freedom. The energy transfer is given by X = W − U = −(T 22 + T 33 ). If σ and were uniform in V, then we would have
An important feature of the effective tensors (σ , ) is that, even with small-scale inhomogeneities, the form of equation (7) for the energy transfer is preserved: X = −(1/2) (σ 2k k2 + σ 3k k3 ) .
Local strain and local rotation
Locally, ∇u = + ω, where ω is the rotation tensor. The effective strain decomposes into a 'structural' contribution S arising from small-scale strains, and a 'mechanism' contribution M arising from small-scale rotations: = S + M , where
Note that (because σ ij ω ij = 0) only S contributes to U, in other words,
With the two-dimensional honeycomb example presented below, the total rotation is zero; however, the local rotations of each rib correlate with the stress tensor. In particular, quantities like
will be non-zero. Remarkably, local rotations add to the effective strain.
Uniform boundary conditions
For certain boundary conditions, the weighted effective strain equals the volume-averaged strain . First, suppose we apply boundary conditions which allow the material sample to have a uniform stress, that is, locally σ ij = σ ij . Then the stress can be taken out of the integrals in equations (8) and (9) . The result is that = S = with M = 0. These equations also apply if boundary conditions allow the strain to be uniform. One may note that these results are consistent with the Hill-Mandel lemma, as the weighted stress and strain exactly reproduce the elastic energy, but so do the volume-averaged stress and strain under these special boundary conditions. We can also have = in the presence of significant fluctuations, provided that the fluctuations average to zero, as in an RVE. Interestingly, however, in general M = 0 in these situations. Thus the effect of local rotations may be clearly seen in the decomposition = = S + M , providing insight into the mechanisms behind the response of the material to stresses (even when employing the usual volume-averaged strain). A honeycomb example displaying this phenomenon is presented in Section 4.
The compliance tensor
For the uniform boundary conditions described above, we can define a linear relation = S S S · σ in parallel with the usual constitutive equations for the volume-averaged tensors, where S S S is the compliance tensor. Thus we have U = (1/2)σ · S S S · σ . But what about the individual terms S and M ? We caution that linear relations may not be valid for the individual terms, for all possible boundary conditions. Suppose we are interested in a particular set of boundary conditions for which M is approximately a linear function of the applied stresses. We can then define compliance tensors S S S E and S S S M :
Then equation (10) shows that S S S M does not contribute to the elastic energy,
In order for this to be true for arbitrary stresses within the region of interest in stress space, the compliance tensor S S S M must be antisymmetric:
A basic test of thermodynamic reversibility involves applying a uniaxial load in x then adding a load in y. The strain energy function should not change if we apply the loads first in y then in x (e.g. [16, 17] ). If, say, a squeeze is first applied in the x-direction (with free boundary motion in y), then applied in the y-direction (with free boundary motion in x), we wish the energy to be the same as when the y squeeze is applied first. This
which implies S ji = S ij . Thus the total compliance tensor S S S must be symmetric to ensure thermodynamic reversibility. The tensor S S S S = S S S − S S S M must then be a mixed tensor so that the total compliance S S S is symmetric. As a consequence, in physical regimes where the mechanism term dominates (i.e. S S S S · ≈ 0), the symmetric total compliance tensor S S S can behave (in terms of its action as a linear operator) as though it is nearly antisymmetric (see honeycomb example below).
Path averages
The effective strain equation (4) can be interpreted in terms of averages over all paths taken by loads and forces through the volume V. Mean strains are commonly expressed as variants of the engineering strain, where, for example,
We will average the displacements and extensions over all force paths, weighted by the strengths of each path. We show that in the principle axis coordinate system of the mean stress, this weighted engineering strain is given by equation (4) . An application to cellular materials is given in [12] . Let F F F x =x · σ be the first row (or column) of the local stress tensor. In the absence of body forces F F F x is divergence-free, ∇ · F F F x = 0. To visualize the flow of forces in a material, we can draw the field lines of F F F x , F F F y , and F F F z just as we can draw magnetic field lines or fluid streamlines. Note that these lines may differ from load paths when shear is present [13] . Figure 1 shows an example for a disordered honeycomb.
Let a a a be a point on the boundary of V, and consider a boundary area element d (a a a) . The total flux of F F F x into the volume will be called x .
The net length of the path in the y-direction is L y (a a a, b b b) = b 2 − a 2 . We can calculate the average length of all the F F F x paths as Figure 2 . A cell in a two-dimensional honeycomb, consisting of a network of nodes and ribs. The equilibrium stress has non-zero local stress σ 12 on the slanted ribs. If the honeycomb is compressed from the sides, these ribs will rotate. The product σ 12 ω 12 is the same for all of the slanted ribs.
We can equally integrate over outflow points b b b, or simply write
By the mean stress theorem, for example [18] , the integral in equation (20) equals Vσ 12 . In general we have
We can obtain a similar result for displacements. Let the displacements at the entrance and exit points of a path be u u u(a a a) and u u u(b b b) . The net size in the y-direction changes by δL y = u 2 (b) − u 2 (a). The average path extension is
In general,
We can express the effective displacement tensor ∇u u u, and hence , in terms of these path averages. In the principal frame of σ we have 11 = 2T 11 /σ 11 , etc. In two dimensions,
and similarly for three dimensions. Note that for uniform displacements on each boundary of a rectangular domain, displacements will be the same for each path; thus for this special situation path-averaging gives the same result as volume-averaging.
A simple honeycomb system
We illustrate with a simple two-dimensional honeycomb network (as in Figures 1 and 2) . Consider a honeycomb [11, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] consisting of thin ribs joined at nodes. Suppose that the honeycomb deforms due to hinging or flexure near the nodes. To a good approximation the ribs rotate with little change in length. The engineering strain thus arises principally from motions (rotations) which do not add to the strain energy; internal bending, shear, and axial loading of the ribs are present, but only provide only a small part of the observed strain. Here we explore this curious decoupling of mean (engineering) strain from the strain energy. Because the engineering strain e e e predominantly consists of rotations, loads applied in different directions lead to the same strain tensors, apart from an overall multiplying factor. A small squeeze in the x-direction will lead to equilibrium boundary displacements in both directions. A small squeeze in the y-direction results in the same ratio of boundary displacements. Thus the Poisson's ratio ν 21 measured by squeezing in the y-direction equals 1/ν 12 , measured by squeezing in the x-direction. Poisson's ratio can now take any positive or negative value [5, 6, 10] .
If we write e i = S ij σ j for i, j = 1, 2, then the usual form for the compliance tensor S S S is (e.g. [24] )
where E 1 and E 2 are effective Young's moduli in the x-and y-directions (generally smaller than the Young's moduli of the material within the ribs). With ν 21 = 1/ν 12 and the symmetry relation
Note that S is singular; the strains lie on the line e 2 = −νe 1 . Furthermore, the eigenvector with eigenvalue 0 has σ 1 = νσ 2 . So far these considerations apply for ordered or disordered honeycombs. For a regular honeycomb, one can readily calculate the effective strain due to rotations M (see Appendix):
For uniaxial deformation, σ 2 = 0 and there is zero resistance to strain 2 in the y-direction; thus the energy transfer X = 0. But we can also consider the common situation where external material resists expansion in the y-direction. Here the energy input W almost equals the energy transfer X , with internal deposition U → 0 (some internal energy is needed to transfer forces).
Let the volume have x and y sizes L x and L y . We apply a stress σ 1 to the left and right sides. On the top and bottom, assume an external resistive force proportional to the displacement u 2 with force constant k:
Let us define
From equation (26) a simple calculation shows that
and also e e e = 1
From equations (27) and (28), this leads to an antisymmetric form for S S S M : if M = S S S M σ , then
For a material where the effective stiffness E 1 is much smaller than the external resistance k, we have κ 1. After some algebra, we can write e e e = = M + S where
and
Here M gives the mechanism term; in comparison the structural term S is smaller by a factor κ −1 . Note that to first order in κ −1 the engineering strain is perpendicular to the mean stress, e e e · σ = 0. The anti-symmetric tensor in equation (34) most simply and naturally expresses the near perpendicularity of e e e and σ for high κ. In this regime, axial stresses within the ribs transmit forces, but shear stresses within the ribs are small, as most of the energy input W goes to energy transfer.
Note that S S S M is anti-symmetric, S S S S is mixed, and S S S is symmetric. But for high κ the contribution of the mixed tensor S S S S is small (i.e. S S S S is small). So we have the situation where the symmetric compliance is best approximated by an antisymmetric tensor.
Conclusions
This paper presents an alternative method of averaging strain in heterogeneous materials. The method preserves the strain energy function for arbitrary boundary conditions on the stress and strain. The result can be interpreted as a mean engineering strain, where lengths and displacements are averaged over the paths of forces flowing through the volume. Path-averaging emphasizes the parts of the material with the most influence on the distribution of stresses. Stress distributes itself primarily along paths of greatest stiffness, just as electric current favours paths of least resistance. Thus this method may be especially useful for materials with voids or composites with strongly varying elastic properties. This method also readily takes into account the resistance of the external medium to deformations of the boundary.
For some special boundary conditions, for example uniform boundary displacements or stresses, the effective strain presented here matches the volume-averaged strain . Thus the path-averaging interpretation can be applied to the usual volume-averaged strain.
For structures as well as subvolumes of a material smaller than an RVE, the effective strain provides a way to measure mean strain without violating the Hill-Mandel energy condition. This may be useful in providing diagnostics when computing the behaviour of such structures. For example, a structure may slowly change in time during and after manufacture or construction. At several stages in the structure's lifetime, numerical methods can provide a detailed map of the stresses and strains in the structure. The effective strain provides one diagnostic which may help when analysing the evolution of these maps.
In addition, conventional volume-averaging hides the influence of local rotations, which can strongly affect the structure of heterogeneous materials. The path-averaged strain presented here reveals this influence. An important feature of comes with the decomposition into the mechanism term M and the structural term S . These terms have different physical roles and properties. The structural term S is associated with elastic energy. The mechanism term M arises from local rotations. Linearizations of this term can be described with an anti-symmetric compliance tensor. For some materials such as foams and honeycombs placed in an externally resistive medium, the mechanism term can in fact provide the dominant contribution to the experimentally measured strain.
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